
Safety Message of the Day for IMEA Members

Anatomy Of An Accident Safety Message
A crew of four linemen were installing intermediate poles on an existing single phase 14.4 KV distribution line. Three of the workers were 
journeymen with 30 or more years of experience. The fourth was an apprentice with almost 3 years experience. The following summary 
describes a tragic accident:

One of the journeymen and the apprentice were belted off below the neutral bracket on a newly installed pole, using hot sticks to tie off 
the energized conductor. Another journeymen on the ground was using a hold-down to keep the conductor in place while the wrap-lock 
tie was installed.

After asking the apprentice to move to the other side of the pole, the journeyman on the pole began to make the first wrap on the 
conductor. But he began this before the apprentice was fully in place and had secured the wrap with a hot stick.

The unsecured conductor rolled out of the insulator, fell, and contacted the journeyman’s left wrist. Trying to catch his balance, his right 
arm contacted either the neutral bracket or the pole.

As a result of the current flowing through his body, the journeyman lost his left arm and suffered severe burns over his back and right 
arm. He will never work as an lineman again.

Findings of the investigating committee:
• The primary emphasis was on production not on safety.
• The neutral conductor was in the primary zone instead of being tagged down and out.
• Workers did not place the  reclosure into the non-reclose position.
• The wire was not held in place with hot sticks while making a hot tie.
• The foreman did not wait for the apprentice to get back on the wire after changing his position on the pole.




